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or completeness of the information
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The Perfect Partnerships:
Companion Planting

The world of bulbs holds a multitude of visual
delights and wonders to explore. When
designing your garden it is fun to be creative
by selecting bulbs that work well together
and will complement their neighbours when
they bloom. Companion plants tend to share
similar planting requirements enabling
them to grow well side-by-side, but you
can also get creative by considering perfect
colour, height and texture partnerships.
When planning your garden it is important
to consider the height that your bulbs will
grow to and the appearance of their blooms.
When planting a border
many gardeners will plant
shorter bulbs at the front
and work backwards with
the taller plants. However, if
you wish to create a cluster
of blooms of a similar
height then consider pairing
the lovely Tritonia with the
vivid Sparaxis. These two
exceptional bulbs are our
‘Bulbs of the Week’.Both
species Àower with delicate
star-shaped Àowers on

slender stems, so their similar appearance
will make for a charming collaboration.
The slightly taller ethereal Ixia will
certainly enhance this visual display, as
it too produces dainty wand-like stems
with bright star-shaped blooms. All of
these bulbs Àourish in semi-shade to full
sun so will make ideal companion plants.
Creating a spectacle of colour is one of
the many joys of gardening with bulbs.
You have a limitless palette to explore, so
whether you wish to create vivid contrasts
or soothing complementary displays, you
have complete creative licence.
Hyacinths and their smaller relative,
Muscari (grape hyacinth), make very
pretty planting companions. Both
Hyacinths and Muscari are available in
white and blue this season. However, if
you wish to create a more vibrant and
intense exhibition of colour then plant
yellow daffodils alongside Muscari. The
brilliant blue of the grape hyacinths
coupled with the bright yellow of the
daffodils provides a spectacular contrast.
The effect is simply breathtaking. The
blooms that emerge from bulbs do so in
all shapes and sizes, and these different
textures can be used to great effect. The
Freesia and Ipheion make a wonderful
complementary duo for your border or
rockery. The fragrant Freesia’s elegant
funnel-shaped Àowers bloom upwards on
long spikes and amongst a fan of lanceshaped foliage. The Ipheion, with its
dainty sky blue and star-shaped blooms,
can be planted in almost any kind of
soil so will Àourish next to its sweetsmelling companions. The delicate stars
of the Ipheion complement the graceful
trumpets of the bright and lively Freesia.
Both of these winter wonders look their
best blooming in groups, so plant a cluster
of these in your garden for a spectacular
display. The South African gardener has a
wonderful selection of bulbs at their green
¿ngertips and the array of colours and
textures to experiment with is boundless.
Companion planting will enhance the
beautiful colours, shapes and textures in
your garden, and no matter what effect
you wish to create there will be the perfect
bulb partnership for you.
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